Two new hotels set to open this month offer prime spring staycations. The 128-room Sagamore Pendry (from $399, pendryhotels.com/baltimore) a visual knockout located in Baltimore’s Fells Point on the harbor, is the result of the happy marriage of Montage International and Sagamore Development, created by Under Armor founder Kevin Plank. Housed in the historic 1914 property known as Recreation Pier, the hotel isn’t along the waterfront—it’s actually on top of it. Each of the rooms and suites have spectacular views of the water. Highlights include The Cannon Room (a bar with curated whiskeys and cocktails), the Rec Pier Chop House & Lounge helmed by Andrew Carmellini, The Pool (a 5,000-square-foot indoor-outdoor event space), and a storied ballroom and a private dock.

The Line Hotel (from $199, thelinehoteldc.com) in Adams Morgan was once a church, and the vast lobby pays homage to the space’s previous higher purpose. Sydell Group, the boutique hotel company behind the new space, also did the industrial chic The Line in L.A’s Koreatown. Spike Gjerde (Woodberry Kitchen) and Erik Bruner-Yang (Toki Underground and Maketto) are the kitchen masters here, which makes the local lure even stronger.